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A MEASURE OF SMOOTHNESS RELATED TO THE LAPLACIAN

Z. DITZIAN

Abstract. A ^-functional on / e C(R ) given by

K(f, t2) = inf(||r - ?ll + f2||A*ll ; g G C V))

will be shown to be equivalent to the modulus of smoothness

w(f, t) =  sup
0<h<l

d

2df(x) - £[/•(* + he¡) + f(x - he,)]
i=\

The situation for other Banach spaces of functions on R   will also be resolved.

1. Introduction

The Laplacian of f(x), x e R   given by

ft2 B2
(1-1) Af(x) = -^f(x)+ ■■■ + —2f(x)

dx} dxd

was related recently [3] to the discrete Laplacian given by

d

(1.2) \f(x) = 2df(x) - £(/(* + he,) + f(x - he,))
1=1

where e¡ is a fixed given orthonormal base of R .It was shown in [3] that for

C(Rd), Lp(Rd) where 1 < p < oo or Lx(Rd) the inequality

(1.3) \\h~\f\\ < M

(where M is independent of h) is equivalent to the statement: Af exists in

the weak (Sobolev) sense as an element of /^(i? ), L (R ), 1 < p < oo, or

J[(R ) (the space of finite measures) respectively and ||A/|| < A/, .

For a space B of functions on R    on which translation is a continuous

isometry, we may define the natural 7f-functional

(1.4) Jrr(/,Z2)Ä = inf{||/-^||B + i2||A^||Ä}
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408 z. ditzian

where g e S means that -Jfcg and (j¿)2g exist as strong derivatives in B.

If the space B is continuously imbedded in 3f', the space of Schwartz distri-

butions, we define Kt(f, t )B by replacing S in (1.4) by S*, where S* is the

collection of all g, such that Ag e B and Ag is taken in the weak (distri-

butional) sense. It turns out that K(f, t2)B is equivalent to Kt(f, t2)B . The

main result of the paper is the equivalence of the ^-functional K given by

(1.4) with the modulus of smoothness given by

(1.5)        w(f, t). sup
0<A<i

2 df(x) - ¿[/(x + he,) + f(x - he,)]
¡=i

for some given orthonormal base {e¡}¡=l of R  . That is, it will be shown that

(1.6)

which means

Mf,t)B~K(f,t2)B,

C-lœ(f,t)B<k(f,t2)B<Cœ(f,t).

Proving (1.6), we see that (1.5) is independent of the orthonormal base {e,}h

For Lp(Ra the ^-functional

(1-7)        K2(f,t\{Rd) = inf\\\f-g\\Lp{Rd) + t2Y: dx,dxj
g

*■.<*'),

where g has distributional derivatives and (d2/dxidxj)g e Lp(R ) was shown

to be equivalent to

(1.8)      to2(f, t)L{Rä = sup   sup \\f(x + he)-2f(x) + f(x-he)\\     „

\e\=l

(see [1, pp. 337-339]). In fact the equivalence between (1.7) and (1.8) is valid

with the same proof if L (R ) is replaced by a Banach space of functions on

R for which translation is a continuous isometry and S is replaced by the

class of functions for which (d /dxfix^g is a strong derivative in B or when

B c 3¡' by the class of functions g for which the distributional derivative

(d2/dxidx])g is in B .

We should note that K(f, t )CIRd, and K2(f, t )CIRd, are not equivalent,>C(K C(R"

and also that K(f, t )L .^ and K2(f, t )L (R¿, are not equivalent. It is vir-

are equivalent for 1 <> and K2(f,t )L    dtually obvious that K(f, t ,z

p < oc . A further relation between K(f, t )B and K2(f, t )B , and therefore

between cb(f, t)B and co (/, t)B , is that the Besov spaces generated by them

are equivalent. This means that the A'-functionals K(f, t )B and K2(f, t )B

differ only at optimal or near optimal rate.
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As characterization of a given ^-functional by the behaviour of the function

is considered quite a basic problem in interpolation of spaces, I hope the present

somewhat combinatorial result will be of interest.

2. Some inequalities

Throughout this section we will assume that {e(}i=i is a given fixed orthonor-

mal base of R  . We define the operator A^ for v e R

(2.1)    A2vf(x) = f(x + v)-2f(x) + f(x-v),    A2v!+2f(x) = A2v(A2v'f(x)).

A Banach space B of functions or distributions on R is called translation

invariant if

(2.2) !!/(• +«)IU = ll/(- for all v eR

We can now state and prove the following result which will be helpful later.

Theorem 2.1. For a Banach space of functions or distributions on R    which
2s ~

satisfies (2.2), AhJ   given by (2.1) and Ah given by (1.2) we have

(2.3) £* >fc /(*)
s,+—+s=s

<C(m,s)     £     HA^/llj
k=\

where the sum on the left of '(2.3) is taken on all possibilities e; • • • e¡   such that

e, t¿ e¡ for r ^ s and where e, e {et}i=l.

Remark. Note that for Ahf to be defined by (1.2) it is sufficient that B is a

Banach space of distribution on R  . Observe that in the sum (2.3) two different

orders of e¡ ■ ■ ■ e-   are two entries in the sum.

Proof. We first prove our theorem for zzz = 1. We can easily obtain the identity

d s-\

(2.4) E</=Ë(2/)(-1)/+1V/)*/-
¡=1 /=o x    '

This will imply (2.3) for m = 1. We can now write the identity

(

£<

(2.5)
w = l

A

\   r¿t

f

J
l-\

£^...a^/+x;£a;::...a^...a2^/

r*t r*t
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Assuming (2.3) for m < I and utilising (2.2), we have

(=1 / L#, '"'
rjit

<C{l-l,sl + - + sl_1)A''d    X)     IIV^II
fe=l

and

E <2s, a2í;+2í, 2i,-l...A
he K'  f <C(/-l,51 + ... + i/)   J])   IIA^/II,

¡fc=l

which, together with (2.5), implies (2.3) for m = I.   D

We can now prove

Theorem 2.2. For a Banach space B of functions or distributions on Rd satis-

fying (2.2) and f e B we have

(2.6) </ii*<^)£iiwiu
d->

k=\

for i=\, ... ,n.

Proof. We may assume with no loss of generality that i = 1. We now write

\(=1 / i=2

= A?   +Va! A'   - V A? A'   .Ae.       ¿_^i    he,    he,        ¿_^     he,    he,
i*j

i,jit\

Using

and

we have

¿ZAhe,Ahe/
Vj

\\A2heAhf\\<4\\Ahf\\

<C(2)(||Ä2/!/|| + ||V||),

<
Ahe,f-    £   AheAhe/

Vj
i,&\

As for d = 2 , the set i jí j and i, j ^ 1 is empty, (2.6) is proved for d = 2 .

c,(2)53nÂtt/ii-
/=1
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We continue and show by induction that

(2.7)
2*

he, /+(-ir £<•••<w /
rfr

<c,(fc)x;iiA/A/ii
/=i

One can operate on the expression inside the norm on the left of (2.7) to

obtain

,2    , .2k . r  ,   ,    ..k-\ .2    v^ *2 A 2

AleSAZy+(-^)       AleXAi   -AleJ
Vt

,k v^ i2
= A^IV+(-if£<|

vt

t•< /+(-i)'-'E<
'k+> ^^ '1

<rA
V /•

As (2.3) implies

£< v, /

r/Z

<C^£||AM/||V

we have (2.7) for zc + 1. For zc = </ the sum

-2 A2

'i '*
£ AL, •••aL.

CJÍZ

is a sum on an empty set, and our theorem is proved.   D

We will now obtain an estimate which, while as stated will be a multivariate

result, is in fact a result about functions of one variable.

A Banach space of functions on R    is called strongly continuous if

(2.8)     ||/(- + Ae)-/(-)|L = o(l), 0 for all unit vectors e in R  .

Theorem 2.3. Suppose B is a Banach space of functions on R for which trans-

lation is a strongly continuous isometry, that is (2.2) ¿zzzúí (2.8) are satisfied. Then

for 0 < u < t we can find a¡(y) (y e R) fixed even polynomials of degree 2i

such that

(2.9) X>,(yK/-AL/
i=i

<Msup ||A¡£/||a.
0<h<l

Proof. We define

F(s) = (/(• + se), g(-))     foTgeB\ seR,
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where B* is the dual space to B . Obviously, F(s) e C(R). We first show that

(2.9) for 7*, that is,

(2.10) kt^)A]'F-A2uF
i=\        l

,2k-

C(R)

<M sup ||Ah F\\C(
0<h<t '

implies (2.9) in general. Of course, when we deal with F(s) which is a function

on C(R), we may write At rather than Ate with e the unit vector in R = Rx .

We choose g such that ||g||B. = 1 to obtain

£^(?)Af^(0)-A^(0)    <   J2a,^)A2'F-A2uF
í=i /-i C(R)

< M sup ||Af F\\C(R) < M sup \\Afef\\B.
0<h<t 0<h<t

We can now choose a g (ofthose that satisfy \\g\\B. = 1) that depends on

u, t, f and e > 0 such that

£",(7K/-Al/     -«<   £a,(f)AfF(0)-A^(0)
¡=i B /=i

<Msup \\A2hkJ\\B,
0<h<t

and as e is arbitrary, we complete the proof of (2.9) given (2.10). In fact, we

established that the present result is essentially about functions on R .

We now construct a, such that the operator

k-\

(2.111
i=i

annihilates polynomials of degree 2zc - 1. It is easy to see, and probably helpful
2     2

in understanding the direction of the proof, that a,(«//) = u /t and that

(u /t )A, - Au annihilates polynomials of degree 3. The construction follows

by induction. We assume that we have constructed for z < / even polynomials

of degree 2i, a¡(y) so that O, u ¡ annilhilates polynomials of degree 2/- 1.
2/

As A, also annihilates polynomials of degree 2/ - 1, we construct a¡(y) so

that at x = 0 we have

fU\     2!   21 (U\ ,~,,u2l „ 21
a'\l)A'x   =ai\-t)ill)-t   =-°,,u,ix   ■

As O, u ! annihilates polynomials of degrees 2/ - 1, it is sufficient to calculate

Ot u ¡(x - a)21 at a or O, u ¡x21 at 0 (which is equal), and therefore,

-0,,„yw<-2x>,(í){¿(2;Vi)'</-,)¡'},¡<.
i=i . r=0
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As q;(") is T2mOt u ¡x , it is even polynomial in (f) of degree 2/, and in fact

we can effectively estimate its coefficients. We have now shown that Ot u /+1

annihilates polynomials of degree 2/.  As Ot u /+1(x - a) +x at a is equal

to zero for all a, and as polynomials can be expanded in (x - a)1, we have

constructed a¿ as desired.

We now recall (see [1, p. 339, Theorem 4.12] for instance) that for any

function F e C(R) we can find a function Gt such that G,   ~x' e A.C.loc,
G'k)£L°°'

\\F - Gt\\C{R) < A sup \\A2hkF\\C{R)
0<h<t

and

t2k\\G?}\\< sup\\A2hkF\\C{R).
0<h<l *  '

As the operator Ot u k is linear, we can estimate it separately on F - Gt

and Gt. The estimate of Ot u k(F -Gt) is trivial since Ot u k is bounded.

The estimate of Ot u kGt follows from Taylor's formula, the annihilation of

(x - a)] for j < 2k and easy computation on the remainder.   D

In fact, we can prove an analogue of Theorem 2.3 for a Banach space of

distribution (generalized functions) on R , that is a space B c 2¡' (where 3'

is the Schwartz space of distributions) such that B is continuously imbedded

in 2S'.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose B is a Banach space of distributions which is strongly,

weakly or weakly* continuous and on which translations are isometries. Then

for the a¡(y)   (y e R) of Theorem 2.3, (2.9) is valid.

Proof. We recall that B is weakly continuous if

(2.12)    (f(- + v)-f(-),g(-)) = o(l),        \v\^OforallfeBandgeB*

and weakly* continuous if B = X* and

(2.12)'    (f(- + v)-f(-),g(-)) = o(l),        |v| — Oforall feB and geX.

We now define F(s) as in Theorem 2.3 for B which is strongly or weakly

continuous and by

F(s) = (/(• + se), g(-))    for g eX, feB where B = X*

for B which is weakly* continuous. We now follow the first part of the proof

of Theorem 2.3 to show that (2.10) is sufficient for our result. The assertion

(2.10) was proved while proving Theorem 2.3.   D

3. The upper estimate

We recall the definition K(f, t )B and Kt(f,t )B. The ^-functional

K(f, t2)B is given by

K(f,t2)B = infs(\\f-g\\B + t2\\Ag\\B)
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where S is the class of elements of B for which the strong first two derivatives

exist and are in B. The 7f-functional Kt(f, t )B is defined for B c 2'

(B is continuously imbedded in the Schwartz space of distributions 3¡') with

S* replacing S, and S* is the class of elements of 2' for which the weak

Laplacian belongs to B . We note that it is possible that K(f, t2) = 0(t2) and■y
at the same time (d/dx¡) f is not in B or does not exist even locally.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose feB, translations on B are isometries and the expres-

sions K(f, t2)B and œ(f, t)B are given by (1.4) and (1.5) respectively. Then

we have for a Banach space B over R for which translations are strongly con-

tinuous

(3.1) K(f,t2)B<Cco(f, t)B.

If B c 2' and translations on B are strongly, weakly or weakly* continuous,

then

2s
(3.1)' Kt(f,f)B<Côo(f,t)B.

Proof

(3.2)

Proof. Using the definitions of K(f, t2) and K^f, t2),

K(f, (at)2) < a2K(f, t2), and KJJ, (at)2) < a2Kt(f, t2)    fova>l.

As d is a fixed finite integer, it is sufficient to prove

(3.3)        K(f,t2)<Cœ(f,td2)     and    Kt(f, t2) < Cco(f, td2).

To prove (3.3) we construct the function

(3.4)
-2d   f ' f '

St(x) = t       /      •••/      f(x + (ux+u2)ex + --- + (u2d_x+u2d)ed)dux---du2d
J-t/2        J-t/2

and show that

(3.5) \\gt-f\\<C&(f,td2)

and

(3.6) \\Agt\\<Ct~2co(f,td2).

In (3.6)  Ag,  is taken as a sum of strong derivatives for the estimate of

K(f, t )B and a weak distributional derivative for the estimate of Kt(f,t )B .

We prove (3.5) first. For I < I <d we denote

(3.7)

I(f,l) = I(f,l,eu,...,eiä)

= t-2d+2i 21^     I  2/U + £K-i+M2y)^    du2i-i-du2d>

I{f,d+l) = f(x).
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We may now write

1 d

gt(x)-f(x) = ¿i £ ]£[/(/, /)-/(/,/ +1)]
7=1

where the first sum indicates summation on all permutations of ex ■■ ■ ed . There-

fore, it is sufficient to estimate

53(/(/,/)-/(/,/+i))
for a fixed /, 1 < / < d, where the sum is taken on all permutations of ex ■ ■■ ed .

We can write

/(/,/) -I(f,l+l)

-2   f'/2   f'/2    2
=t L L Ak-^2l)ei/(fj+Ddu2l_xdu2l

-2 f2 rt/2 2

= t      L      h      A(",-,^k/(X)^/-,^2/

d ft/2   ft/2

+   £   '"    /        /       Al2l   x+Ul¡)e¡(I(f,k)-I(f,k+l))du2l_xdu2¡
k=l+\ J0      J0 '

=     53    f2m

tt}",c{/}f,/,-/

ft/2 ft/2  ÍJZL    2 )

X/o    "Jo   \Jl^-l«*Kfnx)du>'''du*'-

To summarize,

1   _2   f'/2   f</2~
gt(x) - f(x) =-¿t    j     j     A(Ui+U2)f(x)duxdu2

* {£"AK+«2)e, -AL_1+«2My,/w} dur-du

= i + j,

where J2* is me sum on all permutations of {et} , and Yl** *s me sum on aH

possible collections e¡ •■•ej   such that e. e {e*}, (where {e*} is the given
J\ Jm Jr J J

permutation) and e   ^ e¡   forras. The estimate of J is obvious. For the
Jr Js

estimate of / we will need the results in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3.

To estimate / it is clear that we have only to estimate terms of the type

w £<+«,*, -AL-l+u2jeJmnx)

where the sum is taken on all sequences of m different vectors e¡ ■ ■ -et   such

that e- e {e,},=1 and u, satisfy u, > 0 and u2j_x +u2J < t. We can write the
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expression in (3.8) as

£A,, -"A      /(x)
^^ '   H m  Jm

with 0 < v, < t. Following Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we have

£A¡U -^U /{X)
^^        '  1\ m Im

m     /d~l ■>, \

=(-')"En(E«, ©<,-<„)/«

+ (-i)m+1£n£-,(?)</w+^
/=1 (=1

EeS + L + /?

where /< is a finite sum of translations of

d~l        rv

£^K,-</w
1=1

multiplied by finite products of a^vJt), and a,(vjt) are those given in Theo-

rems 2.3 and 2.4, and therefore, bounded for 0 < v < t. We now use Theorems

2.3, 2.4 and 2.2 to obtain

(3.9)

¿°,(tK-<4'
i=\ I

< M sup ||AJ£ /||
o<A<z        n

<MX sup 53||A^/||<A/2dz(/,Z¿).
0</i<i

7c=l

The inequality (3.9) yields the appropriate estimate for S and R.

To estimate L we have to estimate terms like

£A^-A^/(x)
/] Jm

where the sum is taken to all subcollections of different e,, • ■ ■ e,  , and therefore,
J\ Jm

using Theorem 2.1,

5X;---a*;/ <A/2 53 iiÀfc//n

<M3cb(f,(d-l)mt)

<MMf,d2t).
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To prove the second crucial inequality, i.e. the estimate (3.6), we write

(3.10)
d

2o a       -2d+2
Ast = t  £v

i=i

IS-m ' ' ' S-,i2 f[x+£("2/-'+Ü2i)e'dux ■ ■ -du2i_2

*du2i+x---du2d

The expression (3.10) for Agt follows as a strong derivative of g, in case B is

strongly continuous and as a weak (distributional) derivative for B c 2'.

We now follow earlier considerations to obtain

As, = r25>i/(x) + ir25X
;=1 ' ¡=1

(

X  <

rt/2 rt/2       ( d-\

E*'""+7   ■[ /U+£K-i+«2>,
frf. J-t/2    J-t/2   \      .,e,*et "-"2      J-"2      \        r=\
II    •

x du, ■ ■ -du2d_2 - f(x)

where the sum J2* is taken on all permutations of e¡ with j ^ i. The estimate

(3.6) now follows the estimate used for (3.5) with the change that here we have

to estimate
-2^.2     .2 .2

1      2w ^Zíj. A(«,+«2)iy, ' " A("2m_3+»2m_2)^m

\d
for zzz > 1 and the sum is on all jx ■ ■ ■ jm such that eJ e {e,},=x and e. ^ e,

for r ± s rather than (3.8). The fact that the first term is already Ate    does

not make much difference to the proof which follows that of (3.8) but leads to

somewhat smaller bounds.   D

4. The lower estimate

We now estimate û> by k or kt to complete the proof of the equivalence

of ö) with these .rv-functionals. We first prove the result for B = C(R ).

Theorem 4.1. For f e C(Rd)

(4.1) cb(f, t)C(Rä)<CK(f, t2)C(Rd).

Remark. For the sake of Theorem 4.1 the infimum in the definition of k (see

(1.4)) is on all g such that Ag exists in the strong sense and is in C(R ).
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However,  as we will see later, existence can be taken in the weak (Sobolev)

sense or weak* sense and in L^R ) with no effect on (4.1).

Proof. From the definition of K(f, t2)c,Rd) it follows that a function gt e

C(R ) exists satisfying

(4.2) \\f-gt\\B<2K(f,t2)B

and

(4.3) t2\\Agt\\B<2k(f,t2)B

for B = C(R ) where Agt is the strong derivative in C(R ). Obviously,

(4.4) &(f, t)B < cb(f - gt, t)B + cb(gt, t)B

for B = C(R ) as well as for other B . For any gt satisfying (4.2) we have

(4.5) oj(f-gt,t)B<4d\\f-gt\\B<8dk(f,t2)B.

To estimate co(gt, t)c,Rd) we use the result of [3, p. 112] and write

ù(gt,t)   Rd <   sup HA^II     ,
0<h<t

(4.6) 2 _2^ 2
- l   *<F<t l|/!     Ah8'^(Rä) ̂  Mt  \\AZtWc(R<) >

which concludes the proof of our theorem.   G

We can now deduce the lower estimate, for other spaces B, of K(f, t )B as

well as of KJJ, t2)B.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose f e B, translation on B are isometries and the expres-

sions k(f, t2)B and co(f, t)B are given by (1.4) and (1.5) respectively. Then

for a Banach space for which translations are strongly continuous

(4.8) (b(f,t)B<Ak(f,t2)B;

and for a Banach space B, B c 3S1, for which translations are weakly continuous

and 2 dense in B* or weakly* continuous and 2 dense in X  (X* = B)

(4.9) co(f,t)B<AKt(f,t2)B.

Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 4.1. From the definitions of k and

K^ we have a function g, satisfying

\\f-g,\\B < 2K(f, t2)B     or     \\f-gt\\B < 2Kt(f, t2)B

and

Z2||A^|| < 2K(f, t2)B     or     \\Agt\\B < 2K,(f, t2)B.

This implies (4.5) for the first step in the proof of (4.8) or with kt(f, t )B re-

placing K(f, t2)B for the corresponding step in the proof of (4.9). To continue

with the proof of (4.8) we write

Gt(x) = (g,(-+ x), tp(-)),       tpeB*, \\tp\\B. <l,
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and therefore, AG, exists in the sense of strong derivatives in C(R ) and it

satisfies

l|AGt||C(/?<i) < ||A*,||j •

This implies for 0 < h < t

\\\Gt\\C[Rd)<Mt2\\AGt\\C[Rd)<Mt2\\Agt\\B

with M that is independent of t or q>. Therefore, for 0 < h < t

\\Ahgt\\<Mt2\\Agt\\B<2Mt2k(f,t2)B,

which completes the proof of (4.8).

To continue with the proof of (4.9) we define again

Gt(x) = (gt(- + x),tp(.))

with <p e B* when translations are weakly continuous and 2 is dense in B*

and with <p e X when translations are weakly* continuous on B = X* and 2

is dense in X. We now complete the proof of (4.9) following the steps used

earlier for the proof of (4.8).   □

5. Remarks

Remark 5.1. We obtain the A'-functional K**(f, t )B by replacing S of

K(f, t )B by S** where S** is the collection of all the functions g for which

Ag exists in the weak or weak* sense and B is such that translations are weakly

or weakly* continuous respectively. This 7f-functional is also equivalent to

û>(/, t)B.

Remark 5.2. If for Lp(Rd), 1 < p < oc, we define S*** by

S*" = i[ge Lp(Rd) ; j^g(x + he,) e A.C,0C and Ag e Lp(Rd)} ,

the corresponding AT-functional, /£»„„(/, t )  , is equivalent to cb(f, t)p .

Remark 5.3. From the above results and those in earlier sections we see that for

some spaces the /C-functionals K(f, t ), Kt(f, t ), Ktm(f,t) and

^>**(/> t2) are defined and are equivalent. In fact in L (R ) and in other

situations they are equal.
— 2 — ")

Remark 5.4. The AT-functionals K(f, t )B and Kt(f, t )B are independent of

the orthogonal system {e¡}, and therefore, so is the corresponding cb(f, t)B .

Remark 5.5. For 1 < p < oc one usually investigates the ^-functional

K2(f,t\=MA(\\f-g\\+t2j:
dxpx.

g
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where A is the class for which d g/dxfîx- e Lp  (and the derivatives are

4(
2 2

taken in the Sobolev sense). For 1 < p < oo, K(f, t )   and K2(f, t )   are

equivalent as

¿r
<9x(<3x;. '

<C(p)\\Ag\\     (forl<p<œ).

Remark 5.6. For p = oo and p = 1, AT2(/, í )    is no longer equivalent to
— 2

K(f, t )  ; otherwise the inequality

d2f
dxdy <C||A/|L,

which is valid only for 1 < p < oc, would be valid for p = 1 and p = oo as

well, and this is not true. For p = oo an example can be given that shows that
2 — 2

K2(f, t )oo is not equivalent to K(f, t )oo (see for instance [2]).

Remark 5.7. In the next section we will compare Besov space induced by

k(f, t2)B and K2(f, t2)B and find them equivalent, and hence only classes

of functions with optimal or near optimal behaviour are different.

6. Besov type spaces

For a given /^-functional the related Besov space is given by its norm

(6.1) í ■ {/>"•*"■ "»'y)'" '
1 < q < oo.

sup? °K(f,t).

Generally, an additional index p is given to indicate that the K functional

is between the space L and a subspace of L . However, we allow here a

general class of spaces B rather than Lp to be the underlying space for our

/^-functional.

We define the spaces Ba and B^ as the Besov spaces introduced by (6.1)

with the AT-functionals k(f, t )B and K2(f, t2)B respectively.

We can now state and prove the following equivalence theorem.

Theorem 6.1. For  1 < q < oc and 0 < a < 2 the spaces B^  and Wq  are

equivalent.

Proof. For a < 2, B° is clearly equivalent to Baq given by

.—a    2d, r    ,,
sup?    (0    (f,t)B,

(6.2)

where

y  =   <

1 < q < oc,

oc,

co2d(f,t)B=   sup   \\A2hdf\\
0<h<t
ees

B

as it is valid also for any integer r replacing 2d in (6.2).
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Using Theorem 2.2, it follows that

(6.3) œ2d(f, t)B < CK(f, d2t)

since the direction ei given in that theorem is immaterial because the Laplacian

can be expressed in different coordinates. Therefore,

(6.4) U/V < C||/||r < C, ||/||F < C2\\f\\r.   D

7. ON AN A PRIORI ESTIMATE

A priori estimates are discussed in many articles (see for instance [4]) and

we would like to note that the present result makes a small contribution in this

direction.

Theorem 7.1. Suppose B is a Banach space for which translations are isometries

on R , and B c 2' (where 2' is the space of distributions) translations are

strongly continuous on B and 2 is dense in the dual to B or in the predual

of B.   Then Af exists in 2' and Af e Lip(a, B),  0 < a < 1, implies

fehip*(2 + a,B).

Remark 7.2. There are other analogues of Theorem 7.1, but I believe the present

form will be of use. The condition 0 < a < 1 in Theorem 7.1 can be replaced

by any ß > 0 such that [ß] ¿ ß . Recall that g e Lip*(/?, B) means

(7.1) \\Arhg\\<Mhß     forr>ß.

Proof. We can write

iiaa^/iu = \\\emB < Cha.

Using [3], we have

and therefore,

Using Theorem 2.2, we have

n \g\\ < M\\Ag\\,

ri-2AAhef\\ < \\AheAf\\

IIaLX/II<c£|IV^/||

d2

<Cxh2Y^\\(Jh)-2AjhAhef\\
j=i

< C2h2sup\\n~2ÄAhef\\
n

^  /~i   1 2+Q< C2h

which concludes the proof of our theorem.   D
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